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0.

Introduction

Group actions without fixed points are called fixed-point free actions. The
existence of fixed-point free actions on acyclic manifolds has been studied by
R. Oliver in [9] and [10]. In [10], he showed that, for any compact Lie group
G, if the identity component Go is non-abelian, or GjG0 is non-solvable, then
there is a fixed-point free smooth G-action on a disk (and hence on a compact
Zp'SLcyclic smooth manifold). So, for such a G, it is natural to ask the following question: What is the minimum dimension of disks (or compact JZΓ^-acyclic
smooth manifolds) with fixed-point free smooth G-actions? On the question,
R. Oliver proved in [11] that when G=SO(3), the minimum dimension of such
disks is 8. But, for any compact connected simple Lie group of rank>2, the
minimum dimension of such disks (or compact Z^-acyclic smooth manifolds) has
not been determined.
The object of this paper is to investigate the minimum dimension of compact Z^-acyclic (p; prime) smooth manifolds with fixed-point free smooth
SU(/>+ l)-actions. Our main results for the object are Theorems A and B below.
The notation Xm{p-\-\,p) in those theorems denotes a compact Z^-acyclic smooth
manifold with a fixed-point free smooth SU(^)+l)-action, which is constructed
in Example 2.3 (Section 2). From the construction, the SU(/)+l)-action on
Xm(p-\-l,p) satisfies all assumptions in Theorem A. So, from Theoerm A, we see
that Xm(p-\-l,p) (/>=t=3) has the minimum dimension in all compact Z^-acyclic
smooth manifolds which have fixed-point free smooth SU(^>+l)-actions satisfying the assumptions in Theorem A. In particular, Theorem B shows that,
without any assumption on orbits, Xm(3, 2) has the minimum dimension in all
compact ^-acyclic smooth manifolds with fixed-point free smooth SU(3)-actions.
In Theorem A, the group Sp denotes the inverse image of the subgroup Sp=
SpXldSp+1
(symmetric group of p+ί letters) by the natural projection from
N{STP+1) onto N(STp+ι)ISTp+ι^Sp+ly
where N(STP+1) is the normalizer of the
maximal torus STp+1 of SU(/>-fl) specified in 1.1. The group Sp+ι coincides
with N(STp+ι) itself. For the other notations, see the list at the end of In-
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troduction.
Theorem A. Let p (^Φ3) be a prime number and let X be a Q-acyclic
smooth manifold with a fixed-point free smooth SU(p+l)-action. If χsww*W»
ΦΦ, I V i φ Φ and X*P is connected, then dim X>~(p+l)2(p+4)p-l
dim Xm(p+l,p) holds.

=

Theorem B. Let X be a compact Z2-acyclic smooth manifold with a fixedpoint free smooth SU(3)-action. Then dim X>26=dim XM(3, 2) holds.
In Section 1, we recall weight systems of G-manifolds and state some
results about induced representations, which are useful to prove our main results.
In 2.1 (Section 2), under the conditionp<n<2p (p; prime), we give a method to
construct compact Z^-acyclic smooth manifolds with fixed-point free smooth
SU(n)-actions. By the method, for fixed n and py we can construct many different compact Z^-acyclic SU(/z)-manifolds without fixed points. We will write
all of them by the same notation X(n, p). And in 2.3 (Section 2), we give a
typical and useful example of X(n,p) denoted by Xm(n,p). When n=p-\-l9 the
manifold Xm(n,p) just coincides with Xm(p-\-l,p) in Theorems A and B. In
Section 3, we prove that if n=pJrl (^>Φ3), then Xm(n,p) has the minimum
dimension in X(n, p)'s (see Theorem C). And then we prove Theorem A.
Lastly, in Section 4 we give the proof of Theorem B.
From now on, manifolds and actions mean smooth manifolds and smooth actions.

And notations that are not defined in the later sections can be found in the list
below:
(1) Let G be a compact group.
RRep(G)=the set of real representations of G,
CRep(G)=the set of complex representations of G,
Irr(G) =the set of irreducible complex representations of G,
G=the set of equivalence classes of all irreducible complex representations of
G.
(2) Let H be a closed subgroup of G above. For φ^RRep(G) (or CRep(G))
and ψ(=RRep(H) (or CRep{H)\
Indiiψ=the induced represenation of G by ψ,
ResHφ=the restriction of φ to if,
dF(φ)=tht degree of φ over F=R or C,
dimFV =the dimension of a vector space V over F,
W^=the representation space of φ>
#Ω(^)=the number of weights in Ω{φ) (see 1.1),
kφ=t\iQ direct sum of k copies of φ,
9>c=the complexification of <p^RRep(G),
<p*=the conjugate representation of φ
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Saφ=the α-th symmetric power of <p,
A!*φ—ύιz α-th exterior power of φ,
0=l-dimensional trivial representation over R or C.
(3) Let G, Gx and G2 be compact groups. For φly φ2&RRep(G) (or CRep(G))

and ψ^RRepiGi) (or CRep(Gi)) (ί=l, 2),

<P\<P2—the tensor product representation of G by ^ and <p2,
Ψi®yjr2=tht tensor product representation of GxxG2 by ψ 1 and i|r2,
φ1—φ2=the representation φ such that φ@φ2 is equivalent to £>!,
φι~φϊ means that φx and φ2 are equivalent,
G^G2 means that groups Gx and G2 are isomorphic.
(4) For subgroups X, of U ^ ) ( i = l , 2),
S(Kλ X 1 Q = { I x F e JζxK 2 1 det X det Y== 1}.
(5) Finally, for a G-space X,

X*=ix&X\h

x=x for sΆhGH},

G x =the isotropy subgroup of xy
dim X=the dimension of a manifold X.
When XG=Φ, as mentioned in the first paragraph, the G-action is called fixedpoint free.

1. Preliminaries
1.1. Weight systems of G-manifolds. Weight systems of G-manifolds play
an important role in this paper. So we first recall weight systems of representations and then state the definition of (geometric) weight systems of G-manifolds
introduced by W.Y. Hsiang (see [6]).
Let G be a compact connected Lie group, T a maximal torus of G and
W(G)=N(T)IT the Weyl group. Denote by L(T) the Lie algebra of Γ. Then
the restriction Resτ<p of any <p&CRep(G) is decomposed into kιφι@k^p2®'**®
km<Pm> where each ψι is an irreducible representation of degree 1 and k^cpi denotes
the direct sum of kt copies of φ{. Via the exponential map of L(T) onto T, each
φt can be identified with an element in the dual space L(T)* of L(T). The set
kiiφά U ••• likm{φM} whose elements are regarded as elements in L(T)* is called
the weight system of <p, and is denoted by Ω,(φ). Here £,•{£>,} denotes the union
of ki copies of {(pa. And each element in Ω(φ) is called a zϋeight of φ. If φ&
RRep(G), then by Ω(φ) we also denote the weight system of φc. In both cases,
Ω(φ) is invariant under the action of W(G) induced from the natural action of
W{G) on L{T)* (see 5.18 in [1]). And φ is equivalent to another representation
φr if and only if Ω(φ)=Ωl(φ'). When G is disconnected, we can define the
weight system of a representation φ of G by Ω(ResGoφ). Here Go is the identity
component of G.
Let G be also a compact connected Lie group and X a. Q-acyclic manifold
with a G-action Ψ. For x ε l and J G G , the differential of Ψ(g, ) at x induces
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a real representation Ψx of Gx on the tangent space at x. The Ψx is called the
tangential representation at x. Since X is Q-acyclic, by Smith theory (see Chapter
III in [3]) the submanifold Xτ is also Q-acyclic, and consequently, connected.
Thus the weight system of the tangential representation ΨXQ at xo^Xτ does not
depend on the choice of points. This weight system Ω,(ΨXQ) which is an invariant
of the given action Ψ is defined to be the (geometric) weight system of a Q-acyclic
G-manifold X and will be denoted by Ω(X). Clearly Xτ is WΊ(G)-invariant, and
hence Ω(X) is invariant under the naturally induced PF(G)-action. The W(G)action on Ω(X) is equal to the PF(G)-action on Ω(ΨΛo) which is mentioned before.
Especially put G=XJ(ή). The Lie algebra is the set of skew Hermitian
matrices of degree ny and a Cartan subalgebra 3 is chosen as the subset of diagonal matrices (see 2.31, 4.16 in [1]). Let Tn be the maximal torus of V(n) with
L(Tn)=3y and {x{} the coordinate with respect to the canonical basis for L(Tn).
Then every weight of representations, and hence every element in Ω(X)> is expressed as a linear form λ: (x19 x2, •••, Λ ^ - ^ Λ + ^ ^ H
\~anχn where
a^Z.
n

We write the λ by Σ β»*;
i — l

The Weyl group W(G)^Sn

(symmetric group of n

letters) acts on Ω(X) by permutations on x/s. When G— SU(rc), we choose a
maximal torus STn consisting of matrices in Tn with the determinant^. Then
L(STn) is a subspace of L(Tn) with the trace=0, and every weight takes the form
λ above with the relation Σ #,=0. Throughout this paper, the notation Σ βiχi
denotes a weight in the above meaning and the natural W(SXJ(n)) (^W(\J(ή))^
*SΛ)-action on a set of weights means the action induced by permutations on #/s.
We often regard a weight as an element in Irr(T).
1.2. Induced representations. Let G be a group and H its subgroup.
When G is a finite group, we find in [12] various important properties about
induced representations Ind%φ. Most of those are naturally extended to the
case that G is a compact group and H is a closed subgroup of finite index. We
state here two of those which are needed in the later sections. The proofs are
the same as those of the corresponding propositions in [12]. Note that lnά%φ
is defined by the same method as in the case of a finite group G.
Proposition 1.2.1 (cf. Proposition 22 in [12]). Let G be a compact group,
and let K and H be its closed subgroups such that the index (G; H) is finite. Put
Hs=sHs~1 Γl K for a representative s of the double cosets K\GjH. Then, for each
φ^CRep(Ή)y Resκlnd%φ is equivalent to ® Indπψ*, where φs^CRep(Hs) is
sςΞKψ/H

s

defined by <ps(x)=φ(s~1xs) for all

Proposition 1.2.2 (cf. Proposition 23 in [12]). Let G, H and φ be the same
as in Proposition 1.2A.

Then Ind%φ is irreducible if and only if the following a)
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and b) hold: a) φ is irreducible, b) for each s^G—H, ResHsφ and φs have no irreducible direct summand in common, where Hs—sHs~ιΓ\H and φs^CRep(Hs) is
defined by φ\x)—φ(s~ιxs) for each
1.3. Representations of group extensions. For any compact group K, we
write by y the equivalence class of
j^Irr(K).
Let G be a compact group and H its closed normal subgroup, that is, consider an extension l-»if-»G->G/i/-»l. Then G acts naturally on ίίby (g y)
(k)=y(g''1hg) for ^ e i ί , £GG and h^H.
Dneote by G γ the isotropy subgroup of rγ. Gy is a closed subgroup of G containing H. If the index (G; H)
is finite, then G is described in terms of representations of H as follows.
Proposition 1.3. Let G be a compact group and H a closed normal subgroup
such that (G; H) is finite. Let ή be any element of A and let Gy= {ύ<aOΊ\ResHv
is equivalent to a multiple of y}. Then G is a disjoint union
G=

U i{Ind$

Moreover if y extends to γ'e/rr(G γ ), then v is equivalent to σ'y', where σr is the
natural lift of σ^Irr(GΊjH) to Irr(Gy).
Proof.

Take p(=G.

Then we may put WResπP=ζBWyi

. = 0 Wh where

γijGlrr(H), Wi= φy WΊirj and yitjc^jSft if and only if i=s. This decomposition
Φ W: is unique, that is, it does not depend on the choice of bases (see Theorem
8 and 4.3 (e) in [12]). In general, for an ίf-invariant subspace Fof Wp, p(g)V=
{ρ(g)v\v^V} becomes agHg"^invariant subspace. Thus, for eachg&G, there
holds WEeSBμ=WResgBg^lp = p(g)WReSBP = p{g) (^Wi)
as ίf-spaces because of
gHg~1=H. This shows that ρ(g) permutes W^'s. Since p is irreducible, the
permutation by G is transitive. Furthermore the subgroup \g^G\ ρ(g)W1= W^
equals GVl>1, and Wx becomes an irreducible Gylfl-sρace. Therefore if we write
this irreducible representation of GYl>1 by z>, then z>eGYi>l and p is expressed as
lnd%Ίχ l v. Clearly the equivalence class of lnd%Ίι 3 v depends only on the class
of ήu in AjG.

Consequently we have G £ U {(Ind%Ί v) \ i> e G y }.

Conversely take v^GΊ.
Suppose that G γ φ G and, for some
s
ResCGy)s v and v have an irreducible direct summand in common (see Proposition
s
s
1.2.2 for the definitions of (G γ ) s and z/ ). Then ResHv and ResHv also have a
common direct summand, because (Gy)s contains H. Thus we have γ—γ s .
This contradicts s $ G 7 , and hence from Proposition 1.2.2, Ind%Ίv is irreducible.
Consequently we have ^ UΛ i(Ind$y v) \ v <Ξ Gγ} Q 0 .
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Next we show the second statement. Let Aξ&B denote the tensor product
of matrices A and B, and let Ik denote the identity matrix of degree k. Take
We may assume ResHv—nvγ. Thus, for each h^H andg^G y , we have
v(h) v{g)-ι=v(g) (Im®γ(h)) v{g)-\ This shows that v{g)-ι{IM®<γ\g)) and Im®
j(h) commute. And hence there is an automorphism F(g) of Wmθ such that
K*) (Λ.®r'te))=^(£)®^ c cy) holds. The F satisfies F(hg)=F(g) for each
A 6 E Therefore by setting σ(g)^F(g)~1 for g^Gy/H, we have σEΞlrr(GyIH)
and v=σtfγ'.
The irreducibility of σ follows from that of v.
q.e.d.
REMARK

conditions.
details.

1.3. Proposition 1.3 holds for locally compact groups with some
See Theorem 8.1 in [8] or Chapter III, Theorem 2 in [7] for the

2. SU(n)-manifolds X(n, p) and XJμ,

p)

Throughout this section, we fix an integer n > 3 and a prime number p
with p<n<2p. The purpose of this section is to construct certain compact
^-acyclic SU(«)-manifolds without fixed points which will be denoted by X(n> p)
and Xm(nyp).
In 2.1 we state the method to construct X(n,p). In 2.2 we
prove that X(nyp) is Z^-acyclic. And in 2.3, we define Xm(n,p) as a typical
example of X{n,p).
For each k>0, let ^(resp. sπk) denote the natural projection from N(Tk)
(resp. N(STk)=SN(Tk))
to N(Tk)ITk^Sk
(resp. N[STk)ISTk<*Sh).
Here Tk
(resp. STk) is the maximal torus of U(&) (resp. SU(β)) specified in 1.1 and N(Tk)
(resp. N(STk)) is the normalizer of Tk (resp. STk) in U(A) (resp. SU(ft)). Especially, we denote STn and S7ΓM by Γ and π respectively. And, for a subgroup
H of *SΛ, we write π~\H) by i?. Furthermore, for a subgroup i£ of SU(w), we
write ResκAdsυCn)—Adκ simply by ικ, where AdL is the adjoint representation of
a group L. For a compact group G and a point x in a G-manifold X, ResGχAdG—
^4rfGχ means the tangential representation at x restricted on the orbit G\GX*
2.1. First we consider φι^RRep{Sn)
satisfying Condition A below.

and <p2(=RRep(S(\J(p)xU(n— p)))

CONDITION A.

i) There exist points in Wφi(t=ly2)
SpX
ii)

whose isotropy subgroups coincide with

Sn_p.
Res^ΓSn_p(φ1φLsn)—Res^Γsn-p(φ2®ίscυcp)χυc»-p)))'

Given such a pair (φlt φ2), a fixed-point free SU(n)-manifold can be constructed as follows: To simplify the notations, we put H=SpχSn.p)
K^Sn,
K2=S(\J(p)X U(n-p)) and G=SU(n). Take two disk bundles
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(ί=l,2),

X^GKJ&RW

where Kt acts on ZΛi^ 0 via <p{. Then, from i) in Condition A, two submanifolds

Yi = Gx(K{x

JPRW)

β>ΈW

= GX

(i = 1, 2)

are equivariantly embedded into 9X t (z=l, 2) respectively.
representation of H defined by
AdKi-AdH)

=

Here Λ/T, is the real

ResHψi-θ

(ψ

and i ί acts on ZKβ «° via i|rt. The above θ is the 1-dimensional trivial representation over R. Moreover, from ii) in Condition A, the above ψ1 and
ψ2 are really equivalent, and hence Yγ and Y2 are equivariantly diffeomorphic.
Thus, by identifying dXx with dX2 along Y1= Y2, we obtain an SU(#)-manifold
with boundary. Here SU(n) acts on Xx and X2 by the left translations. This
resulting SU(/z)-manifold will be denoted by X(n,p). Clearly the SU(/*)-action
on X(nyp) is fixed-point free.
Taking another pair (<ply <p2), another SU(τz)-manifold is constructed by
the above method. Thus X(n,p) depends on the choice of (<ply φ2). But we
will write all of such manifolds by the same notation X(n>p).
REMARK 2.1.1. In Section 11 of [13], all connected subgroups of SU(&)
(k>l) with the maximal rank are determined up to an automorphism of SU(&).
From the result, it follows that a proper subgroup of SU(&) (resp. U(β)) containing N(STk) (resp. N(Tk)) must be N(STk) (resp. N(Tk)) itself.
REMARK

2.1.2.

In Condition A, i) for φγ can be always replaced by the
xSn

condition dimIiW$t -p>dimRW$f.
Because a proper subgroup of Sn containing SpxSn_p is only SpxSn_p.
Now suppose n—p-\-\. Then, from Remark
2.1.1, it is seen that a proper subgroup of S(U(p)xU(l)) containing
SpxSι=Sp
coincides with Sp itself. Thus, if n=p-\-\> then i) for φ2 is also replaced by the
condition

l

REMARK 2.1.3. The weight system of any representation of Sn=N(T) is
clearly invariant under the natural W(SU(n)) (^5 n )-action (see 1.1). Thus, from
ii) in Condition A, the following is automatically derived: iii) Ω ^ θ ί s J ^ Ω ^ ®
s
*sακ£)χuc»-£))) i invariant under the natural M^(SU(w))-action. This condition
iii) is a necessary condition in order that the above X(n,p) becomes a Q-acyclic
SU(τz)-manifold, that is, that Ω(X(n,p)) is PF(SU(w))-invariant (see 1.1).

2.2. Let qλ and q2 be the natural projections from S\J(n)ISpxSn-p to
S\J(n)ISn and to SU(Λ)/S(U(/>) X U(n—/>)) respectively. Then, from the following
Proposition 2.2 and Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence for (X(n,p)y Xlt X2) in 2.1,
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X(n, p) becomes a Z^-acyclic manifold with boundary.
Proposition 2.2. // * > 0 , then via qt+qϊ, iί*(SU(/z)/5Λ; Z,)θ#*(SU(w)/
XU(n-p)); Zp) is isomorphic to H*(SV(n)IS^xSn.p)

Zp).

Before proving Proposition 2.2, we state a basic theorem about cohomologies
of groups.
Theorem 2.2 (see Chapter III, Proposition 10.4 in [4]). Let G be a group,
M a G-module and H a subgroup of G such that the index (G; H) is finite and invertible in M. Then, via the restriction map res%, H*(G, M) is isomorphic to the
set of G-invariant elements of H*(H, M).

The restriction map res% is a homomorphism of i/*(G, M) to H*{H, M)
given by regarding M as an //-module. And an element z of H*(H, M) is called a G-invariant element if res%ngHg-i z=res8I?!fg~Hg-i g*z holds for all g^G.

Here

ι

g* is the inverse of the map of H*(gHg~ , M) to H*(H, M) which is induced
from the map sending h to ghg"1 for h^H.
See Chapter III, Section 8 in [4]
for the precise definition.
Proof of Proposition 2.2. Let Sn->ESH->BSn be the universal bundle for
SH. Consider the following commutative diagram:

(A)

SU(«)/Γ -»EA = ESιι X SU(»)/Γ

(B)

SV(n)IT->EB = ESn

x

SU(n)/Γ

In the diagram, the maps qv ql9 qvpA,pB> πA and πB are all projections and qx is
the bundle map between the fibre bundles (A)=(SXJ(n)IT-*EA-+BSn) and (B)=
(SU(ri)lT->EB-*BSpXSn_p).
Clearly πA and πB yield the isomorphisms zr* and ττ|
on the cohomologies. Thus, through π* and zr*, we may identify gf with §f.
It is known that the 2?!''-term of Serre's spectral sequence for the fibre
bundle (A) with the coefficient group Zp, H\BSm; <Λ'(SU(Λ)/Γ; Zp))y is isomorphic to the cohomology of the group SM, Hs(Sn) H\S\J{n)lT\ Zp)). Here
M\S\]{n)jT\ Zp) is the Serre's local coefficient system of {H\PA\X)\
Zp)\χ(Ξ
s
BSn}, and the coefficient ff'(SU(n)/Γ; Zp) of H (Sn, H*(SV(n)IT; Z,)) is regarded as an ^-module via the characteristic homomorphism of M\S\J{ή)jT; Zp).
That is, Sn (^W(SV(n))) acts on H*(SU(n)/Γ; Zp)=Zp[yl9y2,
-,%3/fe, % - ,
ίn} (see Section 20 in [2]) by permutations on j ^ 's, where the degree of each y{ is
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two and Sj is the elementary -th symmetric polynomial of yly y2i , yn. Similarly
the £ ί '-term for (B), Hs(BSpXSn_p; cΛ'(SU(»)/Γ; Zp)), is isomorphic to H\SPX
Sn-py H'(SXJ(n)IT; Zp)). It is clear that the homomorphism (&,&)* on E}-'terms induced by the bundle map qx corresponds to the restriction map resssnpX$ _p
of H\Sn, ff'(SU(»)/Γ; Zp)) to H\SpxSn_p, iϊ'(SU(«)/Γ; Z,)).
Let Sn>p be a ^-Sylow subgroup of Sn and N(SntP) the normalizer of ASΛ^ in
Sn. Then, from the assumption p<n<2py we may fix SntP as the cyclic subgroup
Zpxί of Spχl.
Thus we have N(SUtP)cSpxSu-p
and SU9PΠgSΛ9Pg"1=ίl} for
any g$N(Sn>p),.
This shows that, for s>0, an element in ίΓ(i n ,,, £P(SU(Λ)/
Γ; Z^)) is ^-invariant if and only if it is /S^X/S^-invariant. Hence, for s>0,
Theorem 2.2 gives the isomorphism (ress**s*-*)~ι

res n

s n,p=resssnpX

_y

Sft

Hs(Sn, £P(SU(n)/Γ; Z,)) ^ 7ί 5 (5,x 5 M ^, H'(SU(n)/Γ; Z # )).
And consequently jB^'-terms for (A) and (B) are isomorphic via (qv q^* if s>0.
On the other hand, for E°2J-terms (ί>0), the followings hold:
EV for (A) - H'(SU(n)/Γ; Z,)5« - 0 , £2° ' for (B) = H'(SV(n)IT;

ZP)SP*S»-P

.

Now consider the projections q: SU(ή)IT-^SU(n)ISpxSn_p
and q3=q2°q
SU(if)/Γ->SU(if)/S(U(ί)xU(n—j))). Then g* equals the composite of maps:
H'(SXJ(n)ISpxSu-p]Z,)

-* E i ' f o r ( B )
surjection

C EJ * for (B). Furthermore, by
injection

applying Theorems 14.2 and 20.3 in [2] to the fibre bundle S(U(p)xU(n— p))jT
->SU(n)/Γ-ίiSU(Λ)/S(U(^)xU(n-ί)), we see that qf: H'(SV(n)IS(V(p) X
U(w—j))); Z^-+H\S\J{n)IT\ Zp) is injective and the image of qf coincides with
H\^\]{n)lT\ ZpY^^^^-^^EVΛtvm
for (B). Therefore qf is injective
and 5* is surjective to El1* for (B). Consequently the differential d0/' for (B) is
a zero map for all r.
From these observations, we get, for * > 0 ,

qf+qHqtr
H*(βυ(n)ISpxSu-p;Zp)

identityθgf
^
H*(Sυ()IS

5=

H*(SV(n)ISΛ; ZP)®E°2'*

Z)®H*(SV{)IS(V()V(n-p));

for (B)

Zp).

q.e.d.

2.2. In general, ecah X{n,p) becomes Z^-acyclic (q; prime) if q
does not divide \Sn\=n\. The proof is the same as that of Proposition 2.2.
REMARK

2.3. Here we give a typical example of X(n,p), that is, of representations
φx and φ2 satisfying Condition A.
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let uk (k>2) be the standard irreducible complex represent2
2
ation of U(&) of degree k. Then Ressmk)(S ukS ut—ukut)
is irreducible and has
a real form. In fact it is equivalent to a self conjugate direct summand of
(S2Adsυω)c.
Put ηc=Ressυ(:n)(S2unS2u*-unu*).
Lemmas 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 be-
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low show that Ressnη and -Rescue*) χuc«-j)) 17 have direct summands equivalent to
isn®θ and £scuc^)χuc»-/>))®0 respectively. Thus we can define <pλ and φ2 by φ1=
Ressnη—csn—θ and φ2—RessajCp)xυ<in_p)) η—isωtp)χυc*-p))—O- From the definition, φx and φ2 clearly satisfy (ii) in Condition A. Before and after Lemma 2.3.2,
it is shown that they satisfy (i). We denote by Xm(n,p), the X(n,p) constructed
by the above φx and φ2. And we write these φx and φ2 by <phm and φ2m respectively. Obviously, dim Xm(n,p) is equal to dc(ηc)— 1 = — n2(n+3) (n— 1)—1.
Lemma 2.3.1. Resυ<:p)xυ(in_P)(S2un S2uf—unuf)
2

-upuf)®θ®θ®(S un_p

2

S utp-un.p

2

2

is equivalent to (S2upS2uf

utp) ®S up®S utPθS2uf®S2un_p®

{(S2

Up) Uf-Up} ® Utp® Uf ® i(S*Uu-p) uU-Un-p} © ί(S2uf) Up-U*} ® II,., 0 U, ®
i(S2U*-p) Un_p-U*.p} θ (M^jP-β) ® K_, ^ - 5 ) 0 (M^?-β)®β©ί ® K - X - ,
—θ)®up®u*-p®uf®un-p®θ
if n>p+ly and equivalent to
(S2upS2uf—upuf)®
θ®(S2up)®(uf)2®(S2uf)
® ( W l ) 2 0 i(S2up) uf-up} ®uf® {(S2 uf) up-uf} ®ux 0
(upuf—θ)®θζ&up®uf ®u*®uι®θ if n=p-\-\. Moreover each direct summand is
irreducible and Res scυcp)χυcn-p))(up®ut-P®ut®un-p) ™ equivalent to {tscυcp)χvcn-p)))c
The proof of Lemma 2.3.1 is a routine work.

So we omit it.

Take pk^RRep(N(Tk)) (k>2) as follows: The representation space W?k is a
vector space over R with a basis {sij=sji\ l<i<j<k} on which N(Tk) acts by
^oH^cσk^cσXy) for a-t=N(Tk). It is clear that dimRW^Tk)=l
and dίmR
)xN{Tk
W^J^
^>0
hold for any positive integers k19 k2 with k.+k^k.
Especially denote ResNCSTn) ρn by p. Then by taking (/>, n—p) as (kv k2), we have dimR
W^0Sn-p>O.
This is equivalent to that there exists a point in Wp-β whose
isotropy subgroup is just SPX Sn_p(see Remark 2.1.2). Thus, from Lemma 2.3.2,
φlm satisfies i) in Condition A.
Lemma 2.3.2. For each k>2, ResNCTk)(S2uk S2uf~ukuf) has a direct sumAd
2
2
mand equivalent to (ρk)c®(R^Ncτk) \jω—AdNiTk))c.
Especiallyy Ressn(S un S u*
—unu$)=Ressn ηc has a direct summand equivalent to ρc(B(isn)c
Proof.
{ef\ \<i<k})

It is sufficient to prove the first statement. Let {e{\ \<ί<k} (resp.
be the standard basis for WUk (resp. W^j), and put 5 0 =—- (e,-®*,-

+ej®ei) and Stj=±-(ef®ef+ef®et). Then iSij®S*t\l£i£j£k,
2

2

<k} becomes a canonical basis for Ws uks u*k-

l<s<t

Now consider three subspaces W{

( ί = l , 2, 3) of Ws2UkS2u* whose bases are B^ { Σ S^Sft

11<;, t<k}, B2= {S,j

®Sfj11 <i<j<k}
and Bz= {5 f V ®5S, S^Sfj\
\<i<j<k\
respectively. It
is clear that W2 and W3 are in the complement of Wv Moreover we see that Wλ
is equivalent to WUftU* as U(/;)-spaces, and that, as iV(ΓA)-spaces, W2 and Wz are
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equivalent to W'2 = WCPk)c and ^ ί = ^ < & , M p i U w w - i U ^ f f ^ respectively. Thus,
up to equivalence, W2 and W3 can be regarded as iV(T*)-invariant subspaces of
Ws*uks2u*k-uku*k.
q.e.d.
Put ξι=ResSimp)xvin-P))(S2upS2uf—up'i4)®θ
and ξ2=Res scυCp)xυCn_p))
θ®
(S un_p S2u*-p—un-put-p). Then from Lemma 2.3.2 and Remark 2.1.1, we see
that there exist points in Wξ1 and Wξ2 whose isotropy subgroups coincide with
S(N(TP)X υ(n-p)) and S(U(/>)XN(Tn_p)), respectively. Thus, in Wh&t there
exists a point with the isotropy subgroup S(N(TP) x U(n—p)) Π S(U(/>) XN(Tn_p))
= SpxSn-p.
On the other hand, from Lemma 2.3.1, {φ2,m)c has a direct summand equivalent to ξx®ξ2 if n>p-\-l, and to fx if n=pJr\.
Therefore φ2m
satisfies i) in Condition A.
2

3.

The minimum dimension of X(n, p)'s and the proof of Theorem
A

Let X(nyp) and Xm(n,p) be ^-acyclic SU(n)-manifolds constructed in
Section 2. The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem A in Introduction
and Theorems C and D below. The notations are the same as in the previous
sections.
Theorem C. Suppose n=p+l(p4=3).
dim X(ntp)>dim Xm(n,ρ).

Then, for any X(n,p), we have

Theorem D. Let p (/>Φ3) be a prime number and let X be a Q-acyclic
manifold with a fixed-point free SXJ(p+l)-action.
>0andX*p is connected, then dim X>—(p+l)2
4
holds.

If dim X^p>dim jfs<uwχu<i»
(p+4)p—l=dim

Xm(p+ίyp)

Let φ2f<p2mG;RRep(S(lJ(p)xlJ(l)))
be the representations constructing
X(p-{-l,p) and Xm{p-\-\,p).
Then Theorem C is equivalent to dR{φ2)>dR{φ2m)
for any φ2. Recall here that every φ2 satisfies: (1)
dimRWl2P>dimRWf^xVW\
(2) Ω(9^θ*s(uc*)χuα))) is invariant under the natural W^SU^+l^-action (see
Remarks 2.1.2 and 2.1.3). So, in 3.1-3.5, we first investigate which representations φ of S(U(ί)xU(l)) satisfy the above (1), (2) and dR(φ)<dR(φ2>m).
The
goal is to prove Proposition 3.5, that is, that if φ^RRep(S(U(p) X U(l))) satisfies
the above (1), (2) and dR(φ)<dR(φ2ttn)y then φ must be equivalent to φ2m. From
this we obtain Theorem C immediately. The proof of Theorem D follows that
of Theorem C, and Theorem A is given as a corollary of Theorem D. The
complete proofs of Theorems A, C and D are given in the last subsection 3.6.
Throughout this section, we often identify U(^) with the subgroup S(U(/>) X
U(l)) of SU(/>+l). Then the maximal tori Tp and STp+ι specified in 1.1 are
identified, and the normalizer N(Tp) of Tp is regarded as the subgroup
SpxS1=
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Furthermore, any weight Σ M» ( Σ ff, = 0 )

oϊφ^CRep

(S(U(/>)xU(l))) corresponds to a weight Σ (bi—bp+1)Xi of 9> regarded as a representation of U{p).

Here {#, | I<z<^>+1, Σ #f = 0 } is the coordinate with
» =1

respect to the canonical basis for L(S7^+1) (see 1.1). To simplify the notations,
we denote the identified STp+1 and Tp by T, and omit to describe the relation
p+1

P+ 1

Σ Λ?i=0 on each weight Σ δ. ae. if there is no confusion.
,=1

And, unless otherwise

ί=l

specified, /> denotes a prime number.
previous sections.

The other notations are the same as in the

3.1. Here we give a dimension formula for <p^Irr(XJ(p)). Denote by h%
the highest weight of a complex representation ξ of a semisimple Lie group G.
Take SU(^>) as G. Then each weight of an arbitrary representation of G is
uniquely expressed as a linear combination of xl9 x2y •••, ^ _ ! from the relation
Σ x, = 0 .

Hence we can fix on a set of weights the lexicographical ordering with

ί= l

respect to the basis xι>x2>
">xp-1.
In the rest of this section, hξ for ξ^CRep
(S\J(p)) means the highest weight under this ordering. It is known that h^ for
p-l

j

ξ^Irr(SXJ(p)) can be expressed as Σ #,( Σ %i) by non-negative integers {α; }
i=1
i=1
(see Theorem 0.9 in [5]).
p χ
For φ*Ξlrr(\J(p)), suppose hR
Σ ( Σ *,) ^
Then
φ= Σ « ; ( Σ xd=
by using WeyΓs dimension formula (see Theorem 0.24 in [5]), we get

dc(φ) = dc(Rressυ(p) φ) = ff Γ—Kr~. Π {( Σ ai)+{k-j+1)} Ί .
;=i L(p—j)

1 *=y

*=y

(3.1)

J

Moreover, for the ^>, there exists a unique integer ^ such that φ is equivalent to
an irreducible direct summand of (Aup)ai(A2up)a2>.-(Ap up)aρ. That is, up to
p-\

equivalence, φ is determined by hRe

in order to distinguish φ, we often describe hRes
P-l

(( Σ

P-l

P-l

= Σ ( Σ aj) x% and the integer ap. So,
φ
φ

by the form Σ ( Σ βj) x%

P

i= 1

i = i

( Σ ) Σ )

3.2.

In this subsection, we give two necessary conditions (3.2.1) and

(3.2.2) in order that φ<=Irr(XJ{p))\{θ} satisfies dimcW$p>0.

The conditions

play an essential role in proving Lemma 3.3.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that <p<=Irr(JJ(p))\(θ} satisfies dimcWξp>0.
Ω,(φ) contains {2(xi—xj),
(Xi—Xj)\\<i<j<p\.

Then

Proof. Let ί = ϋ ( 2 ) χ ϋ ( l ) x - xU(l) ( c U ( f ) ) and let NK(T) be the nor-
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malizer of T in K. Furthermore; take an element r^Sp corresponding to a cyclic
permutation of p letters 1, 2, « ,^, and put Ki=riK(ri)"1.
If we suppose W$=
then W?«>= Γ) Wζ*= Π W^τ)=Wξp
ι=l

holds. This contradicts the

ί=l

assumption dimcWξp>0.
Thus we have W^=(
{Wτφ*)N^τ)/τ* = (Wτφ*)°w. Here T* is the corank one subtorus of T whose
Lie algebra L(TΛ) is perpendicular to a=xι—x2.
That is, L(T*) consists of
diagonal matrices diag (ixly ix2, •••, ixp) with x1=χ2. This shows that the restrictτ
ed representation φΛ of SO(3) on W φ* has at least one irreducible direct summand of degree > 5 . Therefore 2a and a are contained in Ω ^ ) , and consequently Λ(φ) (ZDΩ(φΛ)) contains {2(^t—Xj), (Xi—Xj) 11 <i<j<p}.
q.e.d.
p

For 9? in Lemma 3.2, put λΛέJS

p

? = Σ ( Σ ^y) ^f by non-negative integers

aj(\<j<p—V) and an integer ap.
2(x1—xp), and hence {dj} satisfies

Then / ^

4<|α ;

,, is higher than or equal to

.

(3.2.1)

Moreover, from the assumption dimcWφ>ditncWφp>0, ResT(Aup)ai (Λ2^)α2. .
(Apup)aρ has a trivial summand. Thus {a^} has the relation
2^
3.3.

= 0.

Put l^dR(φ2tm)=dim Xm(p+l9p)-dim

(3.2.2)
SV(p+ί)IS(\J(p)xV(l))=

Lemma 3.3. Suppose that φ<Ξlrr(XJ(p))\{θ} satisfies dimcWξp>0. Moreover suppose that dc{φ)<l if φ has a real form, and 2dc(φ)<l if φ has no real
form. Then φ is equivalent to one of the following σ/s and the conjugate σf's; each
is the direct summand ofψj with Ajz.,SUCΛΨy=AΛ«SUCΛσi
σj
(2<m<10)
σ 2 : ψ2 = (us)\A2u3) (A3u3)~2

y*

d1 = 2m+l
d2=35

p =2
p =3

d4=64

p =3

d5 = ±f(p+3) (p-1) p > 3

REMARK 3.3.1. Denote by R(\J(ρ)) the complex representation ring of U(p)
and by t the homomorphism of R(U(p)) which sends a complex representation to
the conjugate representation. Then H=ker(l—t)IIm(l-\-i) becomes an algebra
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over Z2 with generators Mup Ap~{ι up{Kpup)~l (2<2i<p) (see 7.3 in [1]). Thus
neither σ2 nor σ3 has any real form.
Lemma 3.3 is given by calculations of degrees which are straight but long.
So we give only the outline here.
P

Outline of the proof. Put hReSc

P

= Σ ( Σ ai) xi

φ

SUCjυ

j

Then {aλ must satis-

fy (3.2.1) and (3.2.2). By applying (3.1) to φ under these conditions on {#,}, we
see that if dc(φ)<l, then iaj\l<j<p— 1} is one of the followings: (1) p=3,
*i=4, ^ = 1 , (2)/>=3, aλ=ίy a2=4, (3)/>=3, ^ = ^ = 3 , (4)^=3, ^ = 6 , tf2=0, (5)
j = 3 , ^ = 0 , a2=6y (6)jp=3, ^ = 9 , n a =0, (7)^=3, ^ = 0 , ^ = 9 , (8)/>=5, ^ = 3 ,
^ = 1 , α 3 =α 4 =0, (9)jp=5, ^ = ^ = 0 , Λ 3 = 1 , Λ4=3, (10)^=5, ^ = 5 , a2=a3=aA=
0, (11)^=5, α 1 =fl 2 =α 8 =0, « 4 =5, (12) ί ^ 3, a,=ap^=29 the other * y = 0 , (13)
j>=2, a1=2my 2<m<10. Here only the 9? corresponding to (3), (12) or (13) has
a real form (see Remark 3.3.1). And the φ corresponding to (1), (4), (6), (8) or
(10) is conjugate to that corresponding to (2), (5), (7), (9) or (11), respectively.
So from the assumption 2dc(φ)<l, (6), (7), (8) and (9) are excluded. Moreover
we see that <p=S5u5(A5u5)~1 corresponding to (10) does not have 2{xi—xj) as its
weight. Thus, from Lemma 3.2, (10) and (11) are also excluded. Consequently
the required result is obtained.
q.e.d.
1

i

Proposition 3.3. Suppose that φ^RRep(S(U(p)x\J(l)))
satisfies the conXJJ
ditions: (ϊ)dR(φ)<U (ii) dmΛWl>>dimRW%w» v\
(in) Ω(9>θ*scu(»χu(i») «
invariant under the natural W(SXJ(p-\-l))-action. Then φc has a direct summand
equivalent to Ressω(p) x u ( l ) ) (S2up S2uf—upuf) ® θ where S2up S2uf—upuf e In
(XJ(p))andθ<=Irr(U{l)).
Proof. Identify RRep(S(U(p)xU(l))) with RRep(\l{p)). Then from (i)
and (ii), φc has an irreducible direct summand satisfying all assumptions in
2
2
Lemma 3.3. On the other hand, S up S uf—upuf is equivalent to <τ5 in Lemma
3.3 if/)>3, and to σ1 for m=2 if p=2. So we have only to show that, up to
equivalence, any othei cr, in Lemma 3.3 can not appear in φr We give the
proof only for the case of p=2. The other cases are proved by the same method.
Suppose that σ1 for some m(2<m<10) appears in φc. Since the σ1 coincides with S2mu2(A2u2)~m, the assumption (iii) derives

n(φe—σ1)Si±k{x1—xa)9

±k(x2—x3)\2<k<m} .

This shows 4(m-l)<#Ω,(φc-σ1)<dc(φc-σ-1)<l-(2m+l)=2l-2m,

that is,

2 < m < 4 . (Note that if we suppose that σ2, σ3 or σ4 appears in φe, then the
contradiction is derived at this step. For σ, (/=2, 3), we consider Ω(φc—σ, —
σf) because they have no real form.) Suppose m> 3. In general, if an irreducible complex representation of SU(2) has Zkx1 (resp. (2^+1)^) as its weight,
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then {0, ±2hx1\ϊ<h<k} (resp. {±(2ft+l) x^OKh^k}) are also contained in
the weight system. This shows ίl(Ressυ^2)(φc—σι))^{±:kxv
±kxι\2<k<m}
U {0, 0, ±xl9 ±xx}. Thus from (iii) we get #Ω(?>C—σ1)>21— 2m. Hence we
conclude m=2.
q.e.d.
3.4. From now on, for a set S of weights, let mS denote the union of m
copies of S and W(SU(p-\-l))S the orbit containing S under the natural
W(SU(/>+l))-action.
Suppose that <p^RRep(S(U(p)xU(l))) satisfies all assumptions in Proposition 3.3. Then we may put ψ=φc—Ress(υ(p)xυω)(S2upS2uf—upuf)®θ.
In
this subsection, we investigate the weight system of ψ.
First we can easily calculate
S2up

S2uf~upuf)®θ)

U {±(Xi-xp+1)\l<i<ρ}
ρ} U {±2{xi-xj)\
j<p) U

i±(2xi-xj-xk)\l<j<k<p,

i,j, k; each other different} (J {(#*+#,•)—(#*+#*)
11 <i<j<p,

1 <h<k<p, i,j} h, k; each other different}.

Here the last two parts of the union are excluded if />=2, and the last one is
excluded if p—3. Thus, from (iii) in Proposition 3.3, we see that Ω(ψ) contains
U i±2(xi-xp+ι)\l<i<p}.

(P-2) {±(xi-xP+1)\l<t<ρ}

(3.4.1)

If />>3, Ω{ψ) also contains
U {±(2**-*,—*,+i)l

i±(2xp+1-xj-xk)\l<j<k<p}
**Φj,l < / , . / < # .

(3.4.2)

And if p>Sy the following is added more in
i±(Xi+xp+ι-xh-xk)\l<h<k<pyl<i<p,
i, h, k: each other different}.

(3.4.3)

The above (3.4.1), (3.4.2), (3.4.3) and (i) in Proposition 3.3 imply that if another
weight ω is in il(^), then it satisfies the following inequalities:
2

2

{±ω} <l-dc(S up

S uf-upuf)-#{(3.4.1),

2

> +2j>-l
3

2

p -2p +4p-l

if

(3.4.2), (3.4.3)}
p>5,

= 20 if p = 3,
l =U

if p = 2.

(3.4.4)
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p+ 1

Lemma 3.4. Let ω = Σ biχi be a non-zero weight which satisfies the inί=l

equalities (3.4.4). If p>3, then ω is in W(SU(p+ΐ))i±ωά,

where ω0 is one of

£(/>+1)

followings: a(x1—x2), axly a(x1+x2)y a{ Σ #, ) (p = 5).
Proof.
jk

We may put ω o = Σ Q*« so that (cv c2i
jk+ι

dk,---,dk, 0, •••, 0), 7Ί<y2<•••<./* and <//s are each other different non-zero
integers.

p+ l

Furthermore, from the relation Σ ^i=0> we may assume jk<h+ι>
1= 1

Suppose Λ>3.

Then # PF(SU(/> + 1)) {±ω0} > ί + 1 Cyx X p + 1 - h Ch Xί+1_yi_y2 Ch
hoIds

This contradicts (3.4.4). Similarly we can show that if k=l or 2, then ω0 must
be one of four types in the lemma. The details are omitted.
q.e.d.
Proposition 3.4. Suppose that φ^RRep(S(U(ρ)xU(l)))
satisfies all assumptions in Proposition 3.3 andp>S. Then we have Ω'(ψ)=Ωi(Λ]r)—zero weights
= {(3.4.1), (3.4.2), (3Λ.3)} UW(SV(p+l))iXl-x2}
where
ψ=φc-ResscυCp)xυω)
(S2upS2uf-upuf)®θ.
Proof.

We first note Ω'(ψ)Φ {(3.4.1), (3.4.2), (3.4.3)}.

If the equality

P-l

holds, then hRβgs
ψ is ωι=2x1—(xp+xp+1) = 2xι+ Σ *,•> and hence ψ has an irreducible direct summand equivalent to Resscυ(P) x u ( 1 ) ) i(S2up)uf—up} ®uf. Thus
W[SU(ί+l)){Λ?i-Λi} must be added to {(3.4.1), (3.4.2), (3.4.3)} because of
Ω(i(S2up)uf-up}®uf)^(p-1){Xi-xp+1
\\<i<p}. Therefore, to get the required result, it is sufficient to prove that, except x1—x2> any ω0 in Lemma 3.4 is
not contained in ί V ( ψ ) - {(3.4.1), (3.4.2), (3.4.3)}.
From (3.4.4) we may put
= {(3.4.1), (3.4.2), (3.4.3)} U W(SV(p+l))i±°>*}

(3-4.5)

or = {(3.4.1), (3.4.2), (3.4.3)} U
W(SV(p+l)){±alXl,

± « Λ , . » , ±fl Λ >

(3.4.6)

or = {(3.4.1), (3.4.2), (3.4.3)} U
W(SV(p+l))

{a(Xι+x2+x3),

±bXι} .

(3.4.7)

The case of (3.4.7) may occur only for^>=5. Moreover, the degree of ψ clearly
satisfies
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S2u*-upuf) = p3+3p2-p-l

.

(3.4.8)

(1) Case of (3.4.5). First suppose ωo=a(x1+x2) (a<2)y ax1(a<3) or
a(x1-{-x2-\-xz) (a<2, p=S). Then the above ωx becomes hRes
ψ. Thus
W(S\J(p+l)){x1—x2} is contained in Ω(ψ). This contradicts (3.4.5). Next
suppose ωo=a(x1-\-x2) (a>3), axλ(a>A), a(x1—x2) (a>2) or a{xιJrx2-\-x^)(a>3J
p=5). We replace ωo=a(x1—x2) by a(x1—xp). Then, in any case, ω0 becomes
hues Ψ> a n < i hence RessυCp)ψ has an irreducible direct summand p with hp=ω0.
The p has a real form only when ωo=a(xι—xp).
Thus by applying (3.1) to p, we
see dc(ψ)>dc(p)>p3+3p2-p-l
if ωo=a(Xι-xp\
and
dc(ψ)>dc(p®p*)>p3+
2
3p —p—l if ωo=a(xι-\-x2) or a(x1-\-x2-\-x3). These contradict (3.4.8). And if
then ( α - l J ^ + ^ G Ω f S ^ ) is contained in Ω(RessυCp)ψ) because of
(ύo=ax1,
p~Saup.
This contradicts (3.4.5).
(2) Case of (3.4.6). If α t < 3 for all z, then ω i is hSβtQucp^.
If α, > 4 for
some i, then so is ωβ=Λf Λ?1. Thus this case does not occur by the same reason
as in (1).
(3) Case of (3.4.7). If a>3 or b>4 , then ωo=a(x1Jrx2Jt-x3) or bxλ becomes
hRes
ψ. And if a<2 and δ < 3 , then so does ωv Thus, by the same reason
as in (1), neither do this case occur.
From these results, only x1—x2 remains as ω0 in (3.4.5) and hence the
proposition is proved.
q.e.d.
3.5. <p^RRep(S(XJ(p) X U(l))) (p 4=3) satisfying all assumptions in Proposition 3.3 is really equivalent to φ2m in Example 2.3. That is, we have the following Proposition 3.5. As in the previous subsections, we put ψ=φc—
Resscυcp)χu<.ι)ΛS2uP S2uf-upuf)®θ.
Proposition 3.5. Suppose that φ^RRep(S(U(p)xXJ(l)))
satisfies all assumptions in Proposition 3.3 and ^>φ3. Then (φ(Bt>s<:υ<:p)χυti)))c w equivalent to
2
f# + i)—0.
1 S uf+1-up+1
Proof. Case of p>5.
From Proposition 3.4, we first see that 2x1—xp—xp+1
in (3.4.2) becomes A*« s u c ^- Hence ψ has ψi—Ress^^ x u α ) ) i(S2up) uf—up} (g)
uf and ψf as its direct summands. Note that -ψ^ does not have a real form.
Next investigate hRes
(ψ.ψ^ψj). It is xx—xp and hence ψ—^—ΛJrf has an irreducible direct summand ψ 2 -fes(u(ί) x u(i))W"~θ)®θ. Similarly we see
ψ-ψ 1 -ψf-ψ 2 ==/to S C u(#)χuα)){(^)®(ttf) I θ(ιS r \ι?)®ttϊ}^ This shows (^©
^scucί)χuci)))c—Ressω(p)xχjω)(S2up+1 S2uf+1-up+1uf+1)-θ
(see Lemma 2.3.1).
Cβ^ of p=2. From (3.4.1), Ω'(-ψO contains 2(^—^3). Thus ψ has an irreducible direct summand -ψ^ with 2(x1—x9)^Cl'(ψ1).
Regard ψ a s a represent2
0
ation of U(2). Then we see ψ^S^'u^A ^)
with 6-2c>0 (that is, c<2), and
ψf also becomes a summand of Λ/Γ. Because U(2) is

a

2

b

{S u2(A u2) \a>0y
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in which only the type of S~2bu2(A2u2)b has a real form. Note that if 6—2r=0,
6 2c
2
c
then 2(x1—x3) is not in Ω(S ~ u2(A u2) ).
Moreover, from the assumption 14-4c

=2dc(ψ1)<dc(ψ)<l-dc(S2u2
S2uf-u2uf)=17y
we get 0<c<2. Put c=0 or
1. Then ^W(SV(3))iΩlf(ψ1φψt)-(3ΛΛ)}>13
is derived. This contradicts
(3.4.4). Therefore we conclude c=2. Next calculate ^(SU(3)){Ω'(ihθ^?)(3.4.1)}. Then we have Sx^ΩXψ—-ψ^—ψf).
Hence by the same way as
above, Λjr—ψ1—ΛJrf has Λ]Γ ^S U and ψf as its direct summands. Repeating
this argument, we can show that ψ regarded as a representation of U(2) is
3

2

2

equivalent to (S2u2) (Λ 2 */ 2 ) 2 Θ(SW) (A2u2)-2&S3u2®S3u$®(S2u2)

{A2u2)~\'

from Lemma 2.3.1, we get the required result.
3.6

Thus,

q.e.d.

Here we give the complete proofs of Theorems C, D and A in this order.

Proof of Theorem C. Suppose dim X(p+lyp)<dim
Xm(p+lyp).
Then
<p2^RRep(S(XJ(p) X U(l))) constructing the X(p-\~ly p) satisfies all assumptions in
Proposition 3.3 (see Remarks 2.1.2 and 2.1.3). Thus, from Proposition 3.5, we
have φ2—<p2tfn} and consequently dim X{pJΓ\y p)~dim Xm(p+l,p).
This completes the proof.
q.e.d.
We remark here that Theorem C is obtained only from the conditions on φ2y
that is, (1) dimRWlp>dimRW*™*w»
and (2) Ωfoθ*sακ,)χuα») i s W(S\J(p+
l))-invariant.
Proof of Theorem D. Since χs(u(/oχu(i)) φ φ a n d χsu ( /> + i) = φ > t h e r e e χ i s t s
a point x with SU(p+l)x=S(U(p)xV(l)).
ation at x. Then dimRW!f>dimRWs^xυm

Let sx denote the slice representholds.

Otherwise we have

S(u(ί)xU(1))

dim χsp = dim I
because X*P is connected. Since X is a Q-acyclic
SU(/>+l)-manifold, Ωl(X)=Ωl(sxφιscυCp)xυω))
is clearly H^SU^+l^-invariant
(see 1.1). Thus sx satisfies the above (1) and (2). And hence, to get the theorem
we have only to replace φ2 in the proof of Theorem C by sx.
q.e.d.
Proof of Theorem A.
p^js^xud^

a n d

Suppose dim X*p=dim I

h e n c e Z

S(u(ί)xU(1))

.

su(^i)=zs(iwχu(i>) η χsp+lz¥Φt

Then we have
T h i s

i s a

tradiction. Thus the required result follows from Theorem D.

c o n

.

q.e.d.

REMARK 3.6.1. From the definition, any X(p-\-\yp) clearly satisfies all assumptions in Theorem D and in Theorem A.

3.6.2. When ρ=3y there exists an X(4y 3) whose dimension is
less than that of Xm(4y 3). First put H^H2=φφy
tf3=<(23)>,
# 4 =<(12),
(34)y and H$= 1 X S3y where (mή) €Ξ S4 denotes the transposition between m and
n. Next take five irreducible representations, ψ1=u1^uf ®θe/rr(U(l) X U(l) X
REMARK

2

2

(U(l)xU(2)xU(l)), ψ4=(A u2)®(A uf)ζΞlrr(XJ(2)xυ(2))y

ψ5=(Uiγ
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(U(l)xU(3)), and define <y<<Ξ/ίr(i?t) by ReSff.ψi (l<i<5).
Furthermore, let
σ ί e//τ(ί/ l ) (/=1, 3) be non-trivial irreducible representations of ί ζ of degree 1
and λ eIrr(S4) the standard permutation representation of *S4 of degree 3. Denote
by σ\ and λ' the lifts of σ, and λ to R( and S4 respectively. Then, as φx and
φ2 constructing the above X(4> 3), we can take the followings: (<pi)c—( θ

u3S2uf-u3uf)®θφ(S%)®θe{S4uf)®θ®(S2u^
®θ(g)(uTy}. These φx and φ2 really satisfy Condition A in 2.1. The proof is
omitted here. Anyway dim
less than dim Xm(4, 3)=83. And the weight system of ψ—(
(S2u3S2uf-u3uf)®θ
is given by {(3.4.1), (3.4.2)} U W(S\J(4))(±4xv
xx+x2x3—x4} (cf. Proposition 3.4).

4. Proof of Theorem B
The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem B in Introduction. The
notations are the same as in the previous sections.
First we classify fixed-point free SU(3)-actions on compact ^-acyclic manifolds X into two types: (I) χs(u(2>χu<i))φφ) ( Π ) -yscu(»χu<i))==Φβ Theorem B
is given by showing
(i) every X of type (I) satisfies all assumptions in Theorem A, and hence
dim X>26=dim XM(3,2),
(ii) there is no X of type (II) with dim X<26=dim Xw(3,2).
It is easy to show (i). The most part of this section is offered to show (ii).
Roughly speaking, under the assumption that X is an SU(3)-manifold of type
(II) with dim X<26, in 4.3 and 4.4 we prepare some conditions on the weight
system Ω(X) and on the tangential representations at certain points in X, And
then we prove that any SU(3)-manifold of type (II) can not really satisfy all of
the conditions in 4.3 and 4.4. As seen in the proof of Proposition 4.3, every
τ
SU(3)-manifold X of type (II) contains a compact Zg-acyclic submanifold X *
τ
with a fixed-point free SO(3)-action such that Cl{X)Z)Ω(X *). In order to
determine Ω(-X"), it is useful to investigate Ω(XΓ*). So, in two subsections
4.1 and 4.2 preceding 4.3, we first state a known result for actions of finite groups
on ^-acyclic manifolds in [9], and study the weight systems of compact Z2acyclic manifolds with fixed-point free SO(3)-actions. The final proof of Theorem B is given in the last subsection 4.5.
4.1. For prime numbers p and q, ^ d e n o t e s the family of finite groups
G with series of normal subgroups as follows: H<\K<\G, where H is a^>-grouρ,
q
KjH a cyclic group and GjK & j-group. Write \JqS p by 3P. Then by cal-
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culating Euler characteristics of fixed point sets, we have the following. For
the details, see Lemma 1 and Proposition 1 in [9].
Proposition 4.1. If a finite group G can act on a compact Zp-acyclic manifold
without fixed points, then G is not in Qp.
4.2. Throughout this subsection, let Y be a compact Z2-acyclic manifold
with an SO(3)-action Ψ, and specify the maximal torus T of SO(3) by SO(2)=

fabθ\
{\c d 0 GSO(3)}.

Furthermore {t} denotes the coordinate with respect to the

looi/
canonical basis for L(T). Then mt^L(T') (see 1.1) corresponds to the representation of SO(2) defined by (A, v)-*Amυ for A < Ξ S 0 ( 2 ) , V(ΞR , and Ω(Y) is
written in the form ao{O} Όa1(±t} Ua2(±2t} U ••••
The object of this subsection is to describe Ω(Y) when Ψ is fixed-point
free. To do this, we can apply the procedure in Section 1, [11] where the
weight system for a fixed-point free SO(3)-action on a disk has been described
by comparing the tangential representations at fixed points by 0(2) and an
octahedral subgroup. Consequently we obtain Proposition 4.2.2 below which
follows from Lemmas 4.2.1-4.2.3 and Proposition 4.2.1 stated before it. The
details of the proofs are omitted here. Because the proofs are the same as
those of the corresponding lemmas and propositions in [11], except that, in
our case, the fixed point set Yp by a p group P is not always connected if />Φ2.
For any £^80(3) and any y^Y fixed by g, Xy(g) denotes the character
of g for the tangential representation at y. And by Ωg{ Y), we denote the character of £ e S 0 ( 2 ) for the representation of S0(2) giving Ω(Y). Furthermore
ZΛ, Dn and O denote a cyclic subgroup of order n, a dihedral subgroup of order
2n and an octahedral subgroup of S0(3) respectively. Both Dn and O are in
p
i?2 From Proposition 4.1 and the fact that Y is connected for a 2 group P
(see Chapter III in [3]), we get Lemmas 4.2.1, 4.2.2 and consequently Proposition 4.2.1.
2

Lemma 4.2.1 (cf. Lemma 1 in [11]).

Yo(2) and Y° are both non-empty.

Lemma 4.2.2 (cf. Lemma 2 in [11]). Assume that gu £ 2 eSO(3) are conjugate elements of 2 power order and yu y2^Y are points fixed by gλ and g2 respectively. Then Xyi(gi)=Xy2(g2) holds.
Propositton 4.2.1 (cf. Proposition 1 in [11]). Suppose that Ψ is fixedpoint free. Then the followίngs hold:
(1) Y°ΦΦ; for any j e Y 0 and any g^O of 2 power order, there exists
£'eS0(2) conjugate to g such that Ωs(Y)=Xy(g),
o(2)
(2) Y ΦΦ Ω( Y) is the weight system of an actual representation of 0(2),
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(3) Ω(Y) contains ty
(4) dim Y^>dim Y°,
(5) dim Yz*>dim Yz<* for all
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s>2.

(1) and (2) follow from Lemmas 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. (3) is based on that Y
has an orbit of type SO(3)/O(2) and ίGΩ(ίO(2)). And (4) is given from the
fact that Y ° £ y * 4 3 yoc^ y o η γo<«>=yso«> a n d γo4 i s c o n n e c t e d . Similarly
we obtain (5). Note that (1) and (2) do not depend on whether Ψ is fixedpoint free or not.
It is well known that O(^S4) has just five irreducible real representations
(see Section 5 in [12]). For those, we will use the same notations Wl9 W{y
W'2f Wz and W* as in [11]. The Wi (resp. Wϊ) denotes the orientable (resp.
unorientable) representation of degree ί. Especially W1 is the trivial representation and W2 is the only non-trivial representation such that D4 has positive
dimensional fixed point set on the representation space. Lemma 4.2.3 below
follows from (1) in Proposition 4.2.1.
Lemma 4.2.3 (cf. Lemma 3 in [11]). Put Ω(Y)=a0{0} \Ja1i±t} Όa2{±
2t} U •••, and for all s>l> set ks=as-{-a2s-\-a3s-\—. Let Ψy denote the tangential
representation at j E Y°. Then Ψy is equivalent to bW1φ(—a0+k1—k2—2k4+b)
Wl®(ao-k1+2k2+k4-b)
W/2®(k1-2k2+k4) W3®(k2-k4) W^ where b is a nonnegative integer.
Proposition 4.2.2 (cf. Proposition 2 in [11]). Suppose that Ψ is fixed-point
free. And let {α,} and {ks} be the non-negative integers defined in Lemma 4.2.3.
Then Ω{Y) satisfies the followings: (i) a^X), (ii) k2>k4y (iii) 0^^—2k 2 <a 0
and (iv) k4>k4sfor all s>2.
(i) and (iv) immediately follow from (3) and (5) in Proposition 4.2.1 respectively, and (iii) from (2) by the same reason as in [11]. If (1) in Proposition
4.2.1 holds, then all coefficients of Ψy in Lemma 4.2.3 are non-negative. Moreover if (4) holds, then the coefficient for W'2 of Ψ^ is positive. From these we
have (ii).
4.3. Return to SU(3)-actions. In the rest of this section, by T we denote
the maximal torus ST3 of SU(3) specified in 1.1, and by T* the corank one
subtorus whose Lie algebra is perpendicular to a=x1—x2 (see the proof of
Lemma 3.2). As in Section 2, for a subgroup H of N(T)/T^S3y
β means
π~\H)y where π is the projection from N(T) to £3. Furthermore let πΛ be the
projection from ΛΓ(Γ Λ )=S(U(2)xU(l)) to N(T*)IT***SO(3) which is given by
^4(u(2)χud))~^ a n d for a subgroup K of SO(3), we write π#\K) by KΛ.
Groups Dn and O are the same as in 4.2.
In this subsection, from now zΰe suppose that X is a compact Z2-acyclic SU(3)ϋ(β
xU(1
manifold of type (II) {that is} - γsί > »=Φ) with dim X<26.
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Proposition 4.3. The non-zero weight system Ω,'(X) is
i±(*i-xj),

± 4 t e - * y ) , ±tn(Xi-Xj), ±n(xi-xJ)\l<i<j<3,

Σ x, = 0}

for m=2 (mod 4), n= 1 (mod 2).
Proof. Since X S ( U ( 2 >χvo» = = (χτy(τ«)/τ" = ( X τy<χ3) = φ
i h theoa n d b y Sm t
τ
ry X * is Z2-acyclic, Proposition 4.2.2 can be applied to the restricted SO(3)action on Xτ*. The a corresponds to t in Lemma 4.2.3 and we may put Ω(XTΛ)
=aQ{0} ϋaι{±a} \J<hi±2a} U •••. Let ks=as+a2s+-(s>l).
First dim X<
26 implies kx<4. Furthermore, from Proposition 4.2.2, we get a{>Q, &i=4,
k2=2y k4=aA=l and k4s=0 for s>2. This shows Ω,'(Xτ*)=i±<*, ±4α, ±ma,
±na} where m=2(mod4) and zz=l (mod 2). Hence Ω'(X) is given as in
the proposition, because dim X<2b and Ω(X) is invariant under the natural
W(SU(3))-action (see 1.1).
q.e.d.
By Proposition 4.3, we may assume dim X=24 or 25. So put d=dίm X—24
and Λ = {αr, 4a, ma, na}, where a=x1—x2 and m, n are as in Proposition 4.3.
Since S3y O e 5 2 , X% and X°»=(XT*)0 are both non-empty (see Proposition
4.1). Thus there are points x and y in X such that the isotropy subgroups
SU(3) Λ =5 3 (see Remark 2.1.1) and SU(3)^^O Λ respectively. Denoting by <px
and <py the tangential representation at x and the restriction of that at y to OΛ
respectively, they satisfy the conditions:
(a) Ω(φx) = Ω(X)=d{0}
(b) ResCDiUφx^Res(D4)Λφy.

U W(SV(3)) Λ, (d = 0 or 1),
(4.3)

The condition (a) follows from Proposition 4.3 and (b) from the facts that XS*G
X^JΛΏX *
and D4 is a 2-group, and consequently X(DJ<* is connected.
0

4.4.
cisely.

In this subsection, we investigate the above φx and φy more pre-

la b 0\
First we fix some subgroups of SO(3). Set SO(2)= {\c d 0 eSO(3)} and
la b 0V
\0 0 1/
0(2)= {led
0 eS0(3)}. For any n>2, Zn is the cyclic subgroup of SO(2)
\0 0 ± l /
/ 0-1
0\
of order n and Όn is the subgroup generated by Zn and — 1 0 0 . And fix
\ 0 0-1/
O as the subgroup of all 3-square matrices with one non-zero entry in every row
and column.
Lemma 4.4.1. (φx)c is equivalent to φ (Ind^ y)®dζf, where ζ'^CRep(S3)
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is the lift of ζ&CRep(S3)
irreducible.

with dc(ζ)=l.
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Moreover each direct summand is

Proof. Consider the extension l-> T~+S3->S3-+l.
Clearly S3 acts on
W(SXJ(3))A freely. Thus, by Proposition 1.3 and (a) in (4.3), we have the
quired result.
q.e.d.
Let S be a set of representatives of double cosets (D^^SJT, that is, S= {I,
/0 0 1\ /010\
1 0 0 , 0 0 1 } . Then for each t e S, tTfι Π (DA)Λ=(ZA)Λ holds. Thus, from
\010/ \10 0/
Lemma 4.4.1 and Proposition 1.2.1, we have
-dζf}^^Res(Di)a

Ind** y

^ θ ( θ Ind{Dz$«γ).

(4.4)

Here γ*Glrr((ZA)Λ) is defined as in Proposition 1.2.1.
Lemma 4.4.2. // y=a(x1—x2)> α ΐ O (mod 4) and ί φ l , then Ind^%Ίι
irreducible.

is

Proof. Put g=diag(*~τ', e^\ 1)e(ZA)Λ and take any se(D4)Λ—(Z4)Λ. Then
by calculating (Ύ*)s(g) and 7^^), we see (γ*)*^*/', where (7 f ) s is defined as in
Proposition 1.2.2. Thus from Proposition 1.2.2, we obtain the lemma.
q.e.d.
Consider the central extension l-^Γ^-^O^-^O ^ l . This is a restriction of
1->T*-*N(T*)=S(V(2)x U(1))->SO(3)-*1. Thus the product of elements (glt
hλ) and (g2y h2) in OΛ=OxT* (as sets) is given by (&, h^o{g2ί A 2 ) = ( f t Λ , X(gl9g2)
hx h2), where X{glyg2) is 1 or diag(—1, — 1 , 1). This shows that if γG/rr(7^) is
the form axx and α = 0 (mod 2), then γ extends to γ'G/rr(O Λ ). In fact, γ ' can
be defined by y'(g, h)=y(h). Therefore, from Proposition 1.3, the lemma below
follows.
Lemma 4.4.3.

OΛ=

U

{ ^ ^ ( O J y ^ O J . Moreover, if y=ax1 and

α = 0 (mod 2), then v is equivalent to σ' y', where σ' and yf are the lifts of <r£
Irr(O) and y to OΛ respectively.
4.5. Now we can prove Theorem B.
Proof of Theorem B. Let X be a compact Zg-acyclic manifold with a fixedpoint free SU(3)-action. As mentioned before, we classify X into two types: (I)
is of type (I).
j? s(u(2)xu(i))φ φj (u) χs(u(2)χu(i) )=: φ
F i r s t S U pp O S e that X
Since SZ€LQ2 and S2^Z2y XS*ΦΦ and X*2 is connected. Thus X satisfies all
assumptions in Theorem A, and hence we have dim X> dim Xm(3, 2)=26. Next
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suppose that X is of type (II) and dim X<26. Then Cί\X) is given as in Proposition 4.3, and we can take the representations φx^RRep(S3) and φy^RRep
(OΛ) satisfying (4.3). From (4.4) and Lemma 4.4.2, ReS(DjΛ(φx)c has an irreducible direct summand equivalent to Ind[zjj* m(x1—x2y ( ί φ l ) o f degree 2. And
from (b) in (4.3), we have Resτ* φy^Resτ* φx. Hence, from (b) in (4.3) and
Lemma 4.4.3, ReS(DjΛ{φy)c has a direct summand which is equivalent to ReS(Di)Λ
t
[σ' Resτ«{m(x1—x2) }'] (σG/rr(O)) and is decomposed into an irreducible direct
summand of degree 2 and others. This implies that σ is of degree 3. Because
the restriction of any other irreducible representation of O to D4 is a sum of
representations of degree 1 (see Section 5 in [12]). Therefore, at least two
weights γ with Resτ*γ=±3mx1 are added more to Ω'(X). This is a contradiction. Thus we have dim X>26.
q.e.d.
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